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Question: 1 
   
You want to create a new SAP Fiori back-end catalog and make it available at customizing level.Which 
steps do you need to perform? Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this question. 
 
A. Create the back-end catalog by using mass maintenance for app descriptors (MM_APP). 
B. Assign a system alias to the back-end catalog in the maintenance view /UI2/VC_ALIASCAT (SM30). 
C. Create the back-end catalog by using SAP Fiori launchpad content manager (/UI2/FLPCM_CUST). 
D. Extract the back-end catalog by using transaction /UI2/APPDESC_GET. 
E. Extract the back-end catalog by using the report /UI2/GET_APP_DESCR_REMOTE_DEV. 
 

Answer: A,C,E     
 

Question: 2 
   
How do you assign a system-wide SAP Fiori catalog to a workbench request? 
 
A. In transaction /UI2/FLPCM_CUST, by providing the transport request when creating the catalog 
B. In transaction /UI2/FLPCM_CUST, by choosing "Transport" after the catalog was created 
C. In transaction /UI2/FLPCM_CONF, by providing the transport request when creating the catalog 
D. In transaction /UI2/FLPCM_CONF, by choosing "Transport" after the catalog was created Question 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 3 
   
In an SAP Fiori system landscape, you want to enable fact sheet apps based on Enterprise Search. When 
do you have to configure routing rules for SAP Web Dispatcher? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to 
this question. 
 
A. When implementing a central hub scenario 
B. When ICF service /sap/es is NOT to be activated 
C. When SAP Gateway service ESH_SEARCH_SRV is NOT to be registered 
D. When implementing an embedded deployment scenario 
 

Answer: B     
 



Question: 4 
   
You are running an ABAP-based SAP system with embedded SAP Web Dispatcher. You want to allow an 
existing ICF service to be called with a meaningful, non-technical name (such as 
https://<host>:<port>/<meaningful name>). What is the recommended way to achieve this? 
 
A. Create a Web service with meaningful name (transaction SOAMANAGER). 
B. Create an external alias (transaction SICF). 
C. Adapt the dispatching table (SAP Web Dispatcher Administration UI). 
D. Create an internal reference (transaction SICF). 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 5 
   
Your SAP S/4HANA system with a PAS instance and one AAS instance is not running. The SAP HANA 
database of this system is up and running. You execute command "sapcontrol -user <sid>adm 
<password> -nr <Instance Number of AAS> -function StartSystem LEVEL 2" in a suitable environment. 
Which component(s) of the systems will be started? Which component(s) of the systems will be started? 
 
A. The ASCS instance only 
B. The ASCS instance and the PAS instance 
C. No instance is started 
D. The AAS instance only 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 6 
   
You want to apply the latest support package stack to an ABAP-based SAP system with the help of a 
stack.xml file. Which tool do you use to create this stack.xml file? 
 
A. Maintenance planner 
B. SAP Readiness Check 
C. Maintenance optimizer 
D. Transaction SPAM 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 7 



   
You have passed the initial authentication for an SAP Fiori transactional app. Which authentication 
technology is used for subsequent OData calls of this app? 
 
A. ABAP Session Security 
B. SAML 2.0 
C. SAP logon tickets 
D. X.509 client certificates 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 8 
   
You have successfully configured user assistance in the SAP Fiori launchpad and you want to enable the 
SAP Enable Now Web assistant. How do you provide the URL for the SAP Enable Now content? 
 
A. By setting server names for variant key saphelp_en in transaction SR13 
B. With parameter EXTSRV for profile parameter wdisp/system_<x> of the SAP Web Dispatcher 
C. With FLP setting LEARNING_APP_BACKEND_URL for FLP plugin WEB_ASSISTANT_HELP_PLUGIN 
D. By setting the LEARNING_URL parameter for intent Shell-bootConfig 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 9 
   
In addition to a transaction code, what is required to define the target mapping for a single ABAP 
transaction? 
 
A. ICF service URL 
B. Application configuration 
C. System alias 
D. SAP Gateway service 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 10 
   
In an SAP Fiori embedded deployment, how can you register an SAP Gateway service? Note: There are 2 
correct Answers to this question. 
 
A. Processing mode Co-Deployed with system alias LOCAL 
B. Processing mode Co-Deployed without system alias 



C. Processing mode Routing-Based with system alias LOCAL 
D. Processing mode Routing-Based without system alias 
 

Answer: C     
 


